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Abstract In this paper I argue that the distinction between moral responsibility and

autonomy can illuminate various debates about the Zygote Argument (as well as the

Four-Case argument). Having made this distinction, one can see how these (broadly

speaking) manipulation arguments are unsuccessful. Building on previous work, I also

argue that this distinction can provide a framework for understanding other important

work in agency theory, including that of Harry Frankfurt and Gary Watson.
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Alfred Mele presented the ‘‘Zygote Argument’’ as a challenge for compatiblism

about causal determinism and moral responsibility. (Mele 2006) Whereas some

philosophers have taken it to be a strong argument against compatibilism, others

have resisted this conclusion. In this paper I want to offer an analysis of the

disagreement about the Zygote Argument. This analysis will employ a distinction

that also helps to illuminate a broad range of issues related to free will, moral

responsibility, and human agency. But let us not get too far ahead of ourselves. I

begin by laying out the Zygote Argument and a seemingly intractable disagreement

about it.

1 The Zygote Argument

Mele starts with a story involving Diana, a goddess with special powers:
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Diana creates a zygote Z in Mary. She combines Z’s atoms as she does because

she wants a certain event E to occur thirty years later. From her knowledge of

the state of the universe just prior to her creating Z and the laws of nature of

her deterministic universe, she deduces that a zygote with precisely Z’s

constitution located in Mary will develop into an ideally self-controlled agent

who, in thirty years, will judge, on the basis of rational deliberation, that it is

best to A and will A on the basis of that judgment, thereby bringing about

E. (Mele 2006: 188)

Mele specifies that we are to suppose that the agent in question, Ernie, meets all, or

at least one’s favorite, compatibilist-friendly conditions for acting freely and being

morally responsible. He now presents an argument he calls the ‘‘Zygote Argument’’:

1. Because of the way his zygote was produced in his deterministic universe,

Ernie is not a free agent and is not morally responsible for anything.

2. Concerning free action and moral responsibility of the beings into whom the

zygotes develop, there is no significant difference between the way Ernie’s

zygote comes to exist and the way any normal human zygote comes to exist in

a deterministic universe.

3. So determinism precludes free action and moral responsibility. (Mele 2006:

189)

I have argued that we should reject Premise 1. (Fischer 2011; Fischer 2016) And

my point is not simply that someone antecedently committed to compatibilism

ought to reject Premise 1; rather, I contend that an ‘‘idealized agnostic’’—a rational

and fair-minded individual without a prior commitment to either compatibilism or

incompatibilism—ought to reject this premise. Here I will not revisit these

arguments at any length. Instead, I shall supplement them by seeking to provide a

diagnosis of the disagreement about Premise 1.

One cannot help but observe that, despite heroic attempts on both sides to provide

cogent arguments for their positions, philosophers just disagree about Premise 1.

Patrick Todd and Derk Pereboom both accept Premise 1 or a similar premise. For

various reasons, they prefer what Todd has called Premise 1*:

1*. Ernie is not free or morally responsible with respect to performing A or

bringing about E. (Todd 2013: 193)

For the sake of the argument here, I will accept 1* as a replacement for 1. The

fundamental disagreement on which I wish to focus is about whether Ernie is free

and morally responsible with respect to his behavior under the circumstances of the

Diana scenario. Whereas some of us—perhaps those antecedently inclined toward

compatiblism—think that Ernie is morally responsible for his behavior, others—

perhaps those antecedently inclined toward incompatiblism—think that Ernie is not

morally responsible for his behavior. The dispute can seem to be basic and

intractable.

Given this dialectical situation, we seem to be in a kind of stalemate. But I

believe that progress can be made by stepping away from the disagreement
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temporarily and considering an important distinction that can illuminate other areas

of the theory of human agency, freedom, and moral responsibility.

2 Responsibility and Autonomy

Moral responsibility and autonomy are closely related, but, in my view, importantly

different members of the ‘‘freedom family’’. Elsewhere I have argued that it can be

illuminating to distinguish between moral responsibility and autonomy. (Fischer

2010; Fischer 2012a; Fischer forthcoming.) More specifically, I have contended that

making this distinction can help us to sort through some otherwise puzzling debates

in contemporary discussions in agency theory.

On one plausible approach, to be morally responsible is to be an apt target for a

distinctive set of attitudes—Peter Strawson’s ‘‘reactive attitudes’’—and an associ-

ated set of activities, such as moral praise and blame, punishment and reward. This

is just one of various appealing accounts of the concept or ‘‘essence’’ of moral

responsibility. (The relevant notion of moral responsibility here is distinct from the

normative notion of being responsible in the sense of fulfilling one’s duties

reliably.)

Whereas being morally responsible is to be an apt candidate for the reactive

attitudes and associated activities, to be autonomous is to be self-governing. Being

autonomous, as opposed to being morally responsible, is enjoined by a norm—it is

an ideal, and not merely a status. According to this norm, one ought to strive to act

autonomously; in contrast, it is not straightforwardly enjoined by a norm that we act

in such a manner as to be morally responsible.

To act autonomously is to be governed by one’s ‘‘true self’’ or ‘‘real self’’, where

these notions need not bring with them any heavy ontological baggage. The true or

real self can be understood as the agent’s ‘‘practical identity’’; it is the ‘‘designated’’

part of an agent’s mind that—somehow or other—most truly or deeply indicates

where the individual stands (for practical purposes). The terms ‘‘moral responsi-

bility’’ and ‘‘autonomy’’ are used in various ways in the literature. I shall use

‘‘autonomy’’ to refer to a notion that is more demanding than moral responsibility.

On this usage, autonomy entails moral responsibility, but moral responsibility does

not entail autonomy. For example, moral responsibility, but not autonomy, is

compatible with weakness of the will. When an agent performs a weak-willed

action, the action is not in accordance with his true or real self—his practical

identity. Autonomous action involves governance by the true or real self. I agree

that the notions of moral responsibility and autonomy, as I have sketched them

above, need considerable further elaboration, but perhaps we can move forward, for

now, with some rough intuitive grasp of them. (For further discussion, see Fischer

2010; Fischer 2012a; Fischer forthcoming.)

There are various paradigms for analyzing moral responsibility and autonomy. I

would distinguish ‘‘identification’’ from ‘‘ownership’’ models. (Fischer 2012b) We

can work with the identification approach here, although the same abstract points

will apply to either. The point could be put as follows. Moral responsibility and

autonomy are both forms of freedom or liberty, and thus it should be expected that
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their analysis would involve similar elements. Indeed, I contend that they have a

common element that specifies the relevant kind of ‘‘internality’’. Again, I shall

employ the notion of ‘‘identification’’ as this element here, although ‘‘ownership’’

would do just as well. So both moral responsibility and autonomy require

identification.

But I believe that these two kinds of identification are distinct. Put simply,

autonomy-identification is more robust than moral responsibility-identification.

Autonomy-identification implicates the true or real self—the elements or structures

of the self that show where the agent really stands, as it were. Moral responsibility-

identification does not involve any sort of link with the agent’s practical identity.

After all, as above, one can be morally responsible for weak-willed behavior.

Various accounts of moral responsibility-identification have been offered, and I take

it that it is an open question as to which account is correct. Below, I shall turn to

Harry Frankfurt’s famous ‘‘hierarchical’’ model of identification. But here I shall

simply contend that autonomy-identification is more demanding than moral

responsibility-identification, and, specifically, it involves a connection with the

agent’s true or real self—her practical identity (whereas moral responsibility-

identification does not).

3 Watson’s Critique of Frankfurt’s Hierarchical Account
of Identification

In his seminal paper, ‘‘Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person,’’ Harry

Frankfurt gives an account of acting freely–the notion of freedom that he thinks is

necessary and sufficient for moral responsibility. (Frankfurt 1971; reprinted in

Fischer 1986; all subsequent page references are to the reprinted version.) He

famously distinguishes between first-order desires (desires for actions) and second-

order desires (desires for first-order desires); among the second-order desires are

‘‘second-order volitions’’–desires that a certain first-order desire move one all the

way to action (and thus constitute the ‘‘will’’). When one acts in accordance with

one’s second-order volition, on Frankfurt’s view, one acts freely: there is a mesh

between one’s second-order volition and the first-order desire that moves one all the

way to action. That is, the agent has secured a conformity between his second-order

volition and his will.

For Frankfurt, a person cares about his will, that is, cares about which first-order

desire actually moves him to action. That is, a person, as opposed to what Frankfurt

calls a ‘‘wanton’’, has formed at least some second-order volitions. In his early

work, and, in particular, Frankfurt 1971, he contends that one identifies with at least

some of his first-order desires by forming relevant second-order volitions, that is,

second-order volitions to act on those first-order desires. Frankfurt is here answering

the question of what must be added to merely acting on a desire to get to the kind of

freedom required for moral responsibility; the answer is that one must identify with

the desire, and this identification consists in forming an appropriate second-order

volition.
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In his classic paper, ‘‘Free Agency,’’ Watson presented some challenges to

Frankfurt’s account:

In a case of conflict, Frankfurt would have us believe that what it is to identify

with some desire rather than another is to have a volition concerning the

former which is of higher order than any concerning the latter. That the first

desire is given a special status over the second is due to its having an -n-order

volition concerning it, whereas the second desire has at most an (n-1)-order

volition concerning it. But why does one necessarily care about one’s higher-

order volitions? Since second-order volitions are themselves simply desires, to

add them to the context of conflict is just to increase the number of contenders;

it is not to give a special place to any of those in contention. The agent may

not care which of the second-order desires win out. The same arises at each

higher order. (Watson 1975; reprinted in Fischer 1986; all subsequent

references will be to the reprinted version.

Watson makes various points here. One is that the agent may not care, at (say) the

third level, what his (say) second-order volition is. This then raises the question of

whether having a second-order volition is sufficient for identification. Mere second-

order desires do not have any special status, simply in virtue of being higher-order.

But Watson makes an additional point, not, strictly speaking, about the level of

the mental ingredients, but about their nature as desires. He holds that if we wish to

capture the notion of identification at stake, we need to invoke not mere desires, but

‘‘values’’. I believe that Watson’s point here is that a second-order volition is simply

a desire, and, as such, it does not have any special authority or power to ‘‘speak for

the agent’’ or indicate where the agent really stands, as it were. On Watson’s

‘‘Platonic’’ view, some desires stem from evaluations; these desires are not ‘‘mere

desires’’, but insofar as they stem from the agent’s reasoning about value, they are of

a different kind–a kind that can plausibly do the work required by the notion of

identification. Watson’s key idea here is that we cannot specify the notion of what

the agent ‘‘really wants’’ simply by invoking additional desires; in order to reveal

what the agent ‘‘really wants’’, in the relevant sense, one has to invoke something

akin to Plato’s division of the soul. On this view, what an agent really prefers flows

in a certain way from the rational part of his soul (speaking metaphorically), that is,

what an agent really prefers issues from considerations about what is normatively

defensible (in a way that is left unspecified), considering one’s life as a whole.

Watson says, ‘‘We might say that an agent’s values consist in those principles and

ends which he–in a cool and non-self-deceptive moment–articulates as definitive of

the good, fulfilling, and defensible life.’’ (Watson 1975: 91)

Watson’s critique of Frankfurt has been extremely influential. Most, including

Frankfurt, have taken it to be a decisive critique of Frankfurt’s early attempt to

specify moral responsibility-identification. I think it is important to separate two

distinct critical points in Watson. First, Watson points out that simply positing a

hierarchy of (mere) desires does not help to specify the pertinent kind of

identification. After all, the agent may be a wanton at the second level or at any

higher level, and thus not care at that higher level about which second-order volition

he has. Second, Watson contends that mere desires are not the sorts of ingredients
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that can help to specify the kind of identification at issue. These are two distinct

points, but they are not typically distinguished. My suggestion is that distinguishing

them can help us to see that Watson’s critique is more powerful as a critique of

Frankfurt’s account, construed as an account of autonomy-identification, than it is of

the account, construed as a specification of moral responsibility-identification.

Think, again, of Watson’s point about the levels at which the desires occur. His

point is that an agent might not care, say at the third level, about his second-order

volition. This can be granted, but I wonder why it is so obvious that such an agent

would not be morally responsible for his action. He is, after all, crucially different

from a mere animal; he has stepped back from his first-order desires, and identified

with one of them (in the sense that he has formed a second-order volition to act in

accordance with one of his first-order desires). He is thus not a wanton or passive

with respect to his first-order desires. Frankfurt’s intuition here is that this process of

stepping back and reflecting on one’s first-order desires and identifying with one of

them (in virtue of forming the indicated second-order volition) transforms a mere

individual into an agent, and renders him morally responsible. And I feel the force

of this intuition. It seems to me that such an individual is importantly different from

a mere animal or wanton.

Arguably, at least, such an individual can be morally responsible for his

behavior; that is, he can be an apt target for the reactive attitudes (and associated

activities) on the basis of his behavior. It seems to me that he is different from mere

animals and wantons in a way that, arguably at least, renders him an apt target for

these attitudes and activities. That is, it seems to me that the agent has identified

himself with a first-order desire (and the resulting behavior) in a way that is

sufficient for moral responsibility. But I also concede that there is something

missing here. I think that, whereas the agent has (arguably, at least) engaged in

moral responsibility-identification, he has not engaged in autonomy-identification. It

seems to me that Watson’s second point—the point about mere desires not being the

right sorts of mental elements for the specification of the identification at issue—is

quite clearly about autonomy-identification, but not so clearly about moral

responsibility-identification.

That is, I agree that the sort of agent under consideration here, who has formed a

second-order volition but does not care at the third level which second-order

volition he forms, may well not have autonomy-identified with his action.

Especially if he has explicitly considered various possibilities for his second-order

volition and has refrained from making any further judgments or forming any

desires at the third (or higher levels), it would seem to be unclear where he ‘‘really

stands’’—what his true or real self wants. I believe that the intuition that drives

Watson and those who agree with Watson’s critique is about autonomy-identifi-

cation. But it is important to see that it does not thereby apply to moral

responsibility-identification. And, upon careful consideration, I do not see why the

point should be applied to moral-responsibility identification. I feel the force of

Watson’s point, as regards autonomy-identification; after all, it is really unclear

what the agent’s practical identity is, when he refrains from endorsing his second-

level volition. But I do not equally feel the force of the worry, when it applies to

moral responsibility identification. Why does the agent refrain from endorsing the
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second-level volition? Is it a matter of ambivalence? Confusion? Laziness? It seems

to me that such an agent may still be morally responsible for his behavior, even

though he has not autonomy-identified with it, and it is thus unclear where he really

stands in a deeper sense.

Watson considers Frankfurt’s somewhat infamous statement, ‘‘When a person

identifies himself decisively with one of his first-order desires, this commitment

‘resounds’ throughout the potentially endless array of higher orders…’’ (Frankfurt

1971: 76) About this Watson writes:

But either this reply is lame or it reveals that the notion of a higher-order

volition is not the fundamental one. We wanted to know what prevents

wantonness with regard to one’s higher-order volitions. What gives these

volitions any special relation to ‘oneself’? It is unhelpful to answer that one

makes a ‘decisive commitment,’ where this just means that an interminable

ascent to higher orders is not going to be permitted. This is arbitrary. (Watson

1975: 94)

Watson is correct that it is indeed unhelpful arbitrarily to disallow consideration

of the agent’s evaluations and preferences at higher levels than the second level.

Frankfurt should not have insisted (in this early paper) on cutting off the analysis at

the second level. Rather, he should have fully allowed ascent to the third level (and

higher levels). And he should have agreed with Watson that an agent who lacks the

relevant attitudes at the third and higher levels has not autonomy-identified with the

indicated first-order desire. But Frankfurt should also have stuck to his guns about

moral responsibility-identification.

It is perhaps interesting that the two separate critical points I have distinguished

in Watson can also be found in another early critique of Frankfurt (1971) by Irving

Thalberg:

Why is the drug user’s, and the smoker’s, craving not really ‘his’? Frankfurt

and Dworkin seem to be telling us that he does not really want to drug himself,

or to smoke, because the real he–his ‘true self—on its second-order pedestal,

abhors these first-order longings. This picture is attractive, but is it cogent?

Both Frankfurt and Dworkin assume that when you ascend to the second level,

you discover the real person and what she or he really wants. I shall pack my

misgivings into a couple of challenges: Why not go on to third-story or higher

desires and volitions? And if that is somehow impossible, why grant that a

second-order attitude must always be more genuinely his, more representative

of what he genuinely wants, than those you run into at ground level? (Thalberg

1978: 219-20; Dworkin’s discussion is in Dworkin 1970.)

Thalberg makes the ‘‘levels’’ point by writing, ‘‘Why not go on to third-story or

higher desires and volitions?’’ And he makes the ‘‘wrong sort of mental element’’

point by writing, ‘‘Both Frankfurt and Dworkin assume that when you ascend to the

second level, you discover the real person and what she or he really wants.’’ But,

again, it is important to see that these represent distinct criticisms. The first critical

point, the levels point, does not seem to me to be decisive against Frankfurt’s
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account of identification, considered as an account of moral responsibility-

identification. The second critical point establishes, at most, that the agent has

not engaged in autonomy-identification; but it is completely consistent with the

agent’s having successfully identified with his behavior, in the moral responsibility

sense.

In this section I have focused on Watson’s famous critique of Frankfurt’s

hierarchical model of acting freely in order to show how drawing a distinction

between autonomy and moral responsibility can be illuminating. Elsewhere, I have

sought to show how making this distinction can be helpful in understanding various

issues and debates in the theory of action. (Fischer 2010; Fischer 2012a; Fischer

forthcoming). In the rest of the paper, I shall draw out a further implication of

attention to the distinction between autonomy and moral responsibility. I shall argue

that it can help to illuminate the disagreement about Premise 1 of the Zygote

Argument. But before we return to the Zygote Argument, we need a further

specification of autonomy-identification.

4 Autonomy Identification: Positive and Negative Conditions

Autonomy-identification involves a linkage with the agent’s real or true self, for the

purposes of practical reasoning—his practical identity—whereas moral responsi-

bility-identification does not. So one might argue that in this sense autonomy-

identification involves a more robust or demanding ‘‘positive’’ condition of

internality than moral responsibility-identification. But I further contend that the

difference between autonomy-identification and moral responsibility-identification

is not simply a matter of different degrees of stringency of the ‘‘positive’’ condition;

there is also a ‘‘negative’’ condition on autonomy-identification, but not moral

responsibility-identification. That is, when an agent autonomy-identifies with his

behavior, it is not just that his behavior links with his practical identity; it also must

be the case that he is not under the sway of someone else in so behaving. This is

what Philip Pettit has referred to as the ‘‘non-domination’’ condition, although Pettit

does not discuss this condition within the context of a distinction between autonomy

and moral responsibility. (Pettit 2011) When an agent satisfies this negative

condition—the non-domination condition—he is not under the sway of someone

else: he is not dependent on someone else’s will in order to have or exercise his

liberty. Further, I would add that non-domination requires that the individual is not

living out another’s plan for him or being manipulated by someone else into acting

as he does.

Pettit points out that Kant gives expression to a non-domination view:

Find himself in what condition he will, the human being is dependent on many

external things… But what is harder and more unnatural than this yoke of

necessity is the subjection of one human being under the will of another. No

misfortune can be more terrifying to one who is accustomed to freedom.

(Kant, in Guyer 2005: 11, as quoted in Pettit 2011: 694)
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Additionally, Pettit articulates an important way in which one individual might be

under the will of another. He writes:

… insofar as I have the resources to interfere without cost in a choice of

yours—insofar as I have the power and knowledge required—your ability to

make the choice is dependent on my will as to what you should do, and you

are in that sense subject to my will. To the extent that I have a power of

interfering without cost in your choice, I count as dominating you; I am in a

position associated iconically with a master or dominus. (Pettit 2011: 707)

Pettit elaborates:

Domination is a pervasive phenomenon and to hold that freedom rules it out is

to make freedom into quite a demanding ideal. The domination whereby I take

away your freedom in a choice between A and B may not manifest itself in my

frustrating that choice or even in my interfering in the choice without

frustrating it: that is, in interfering with a nonpreferrred option. It may just

consist in my having the power to interfere more or less without cost, should

my will incline that way. [note suppressed] And it may consist in the

possession of such power, even when domination is the last thing I seek. … It

is the existence of relatively costless interference, not its exercise—not even

its exercise against a nonpreferred option—that makes you unfree. The ideal

of freedom as nondomination would argue, then, for quite dramatic limitations

on the power that one person or group of persons may have of imposing their

will on another. (Pettit 2011: 707-708)

Pettit is here articulating one way in which an individual might be dominated by

another. But there are of course others. Another way would be via clandestine

manipulation of the brain (of the sort described as ‘‘clandestine, non-constraining

coercion’’ by Robert Kane: Kane 1996). This sort of direct manipulation of the brain

occurs in Case 1 of Derk Pereboom’s famous 4-Case Argument. Yet another way in

which one might be dominated by another would be as envisaged in the Diana

scenario; here there is no direct manipulation of the brain after the initial design by

Diana, and yet there is a clear sense in which Ernie is under the sway of, and is

dominated by, Diana: he is living out her plan for his life. I claim that it is clear that,

if the sort of situation articulated by Pettit counts as domination, then it is equally

clear, if not clearer, that the direct manipulation or initial design would count as

domination. These are all ways in which one individual might be under the sway of

another in such a way as to be objectionably subject to the will of another.

Pettit points out that the ideal of nondomination, in the sense he articulates, is

deeply rooted in the history of thought:

There is a long tradition of thinking that if the options in a choice are open only

by virtue of the goodwill of the powerful, then the agent is not free in making

that choice. … You are not free in any choice, to quote the eighteenth-century

republican Richard Price, if your access to the options depends on an

‘indulgence’ on my part of an ‘accidental mildness.’ [note suppressed] Freedom,

as Algernon Sidney had put it in the (sic) 1680, is ‘independency upon the will
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of another.’ [note suppressed] In the words of Cato’s Letters, a popular tract of

the eighteenth century, ‘Liberty is, to live upon one’s own terms; slavery is, to

live at the mere mercy of another.’ [note suppressed] (Pettit 2011: 708)

Clearly, if freedom (of the sort at issue) requires non-domination in the sense

articulated by Pettit, that is, non-dependence on the will of someone else who could

costlessly interfere with an individual’s choices, then it also requires non-

domination in the sense of no direct manipulation and in the sense of no initial

design. All of the envisaged scenarios—another individual who can costlessly

intervene in one’s choices to limit one’s options, another individual who secretly

manipulates your brain in certain ways, and another powerful individual, such as

Diana, who designs you in such a way as to ensure subsequent behavior—involve

objectionable subjection to the will of another. They are all forms of domination,

and would all fall under the non-domination condition for freedom.

I claim that this sort of non-domination condition applies to autonomy-

identification. That is, when an agent successfully autonomy-identifies with his

behavior, it must be the case that he is not dominated (in any of the ways sketched

above) by another. So autonomy-identification requires a positive and a negative

condition. The positive condition involves a linkage with the individual’s practical

identity, and the negative condition involves non-domination. Autonomy-identifi-

cation is thus considerably more demanding than moral responsibility-identification.

5 The Zygote Argument Revisited

Recall the Zygote Argument:

1. Because of the way his zygote was produced in his deterministic universe,

Ernie is not a free agent and is not morally responsible for anything.

2. Concerning free action and moral responsibility of the beings into whom the

zygotes develop, there is no significant difference between the way Ernie’s

zygote comes to exist and the way any normal human zygote comes to exist in

a deterministic universe.

3. So determinism precludes free action and moral responsibility. (Mele 2006:

189)

As I pointed out above, there is a fundamental disagreement about Premise 1 (or

its analogue, 1*):

1*. Ernie is not free or morally responsible with respect to performing A or

bringing about E. (Todd 2013: 193)

We are now in a position to make progress in understanding, and perhaps

resolving, this disagreement. I contend that the intuition that Ernie is not free or

morally responsible with respect to performing A or bringing about E is really an

intuition about autonomy, not moral responsibility. Ernie is indeed not autonomous

with respect to performing A or bringing about E. This is because Ernie does not

meet the negative condition on autonomy-identification; he is dominated by Diana

in a clear way. But, as I argued above, it does not follow from Ernie’s not being
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autonomous with respect to his behavior that he is not morally responsible for his

behavior. The conditions for autonomy-identification are considerably more

stringent than those for moral-responsibility identification; in particular, there is

no negative condition for moral-responsibility identification.

My suggestion is that many who have the intuition that Ernie is not morally

responsible for his behavior in the Diana Scenario of the Zygote Argument have

unconsciously conflated moral responsibility with autonomy. This conflation is

understandable, as the two notions are very similar. They are both kinds of freedom

that crucially involve an ‘‘internality’’ element. As I wrote above, this internality

element can be analyzed in different ways, and here I have taken it to be

‘‘identification’’. So both moral responsibility and autonomy are species of freedom

or liberty that are structurally similar insofar as they are analyzed in terms of an

internality component, such as identification.

Consider the following passage from Patrick Todd:

Here, however, it will perhaps be helpful to state what I take to be the basic

dialectical force of the Zygote Argument… Consider again the Diana scenario,

and suppose that the relevant action that Diana sets up Ernie to perform is the

killing of Jones. So Ernie kills Jones. Now, once you have been made aware of

the facts of Ernie’s life story, will you still judge that he is nevertheless

deserving of blame for killing Jones? That is, are you really going to blame Ernie

for doing what he was created (and predestined) to do? Are you really going to

blame him for having the selfish desire to kill Jones, when his having this desire

was the causally necessary outcome of Diana’s plan? Shouldn’t you instead

blame Diana for Jones’ death, and not Ernie, who was—so it would now seem—

simply her (no doubt very impressive) preprogrammed tool? In these or other

ways, the proponent of the argument tries to bring out the crucial judgment: in

the Diana scenario, Ernie cannot be blamed for what he does. (Todd 2013: 194)

It seems to me that Todd is here thinking of autonomy. Insofar as he deems Ernie a

‘‘preprogrammed tool’’ of Diana, he is thinking of Ernie as dominated by Diana.

That is, he is essentially contending that Ernie does not meet the ‘‘negative’’

condition for autonomy-identification. But it is important for certain purposes to

distinguish the more demanding kind of identification involved in autonomy from

that implicated in moral responsibility. Making this distinction can illuminate a

range of vexing issues in agency theory. Here I have argued that it can help us to see

that Premise 1 (or 1*) can, and, arguably, should be rejected; although Ernie is not

autonomous, he is morally responsible for his behavior.

We can think of the dialectical situation this way. The Zygote Argument has two

crucial premises. The first is a No-Freedom Premise, which asserts that in the Diana

Scenario, Ernie lacks the relevant sort of freedom. Now that we have distinguished

moral responsibility from autonomy, we can see that the No-Freedom Premise can

either specify that Ernie lacks moral responsibility or that he lacks autonomy. The

second is a No-Relevant-Difference Premise, which asserts that there is no relevant

difference between Ernie in the Diana Scenario and (say) Ernie under causal

determinism. But now that we have distinguished moral responsibility from

autonomy, we can see that the No-Relevant-Difference Premise can either specify
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that there is no relevant difference with respect to autonomy between Ernie in the

Diana Scenario and (say) Ernie under causal determinism, or that there is no

relevant difference with respect to moral responsibility between Ernie in the Diana

Scenario and (say) Ernie under causal determinism.

Consider this version of the Zygote Argument:

1a. Because of the way his zygote was produced in his deterministic universe,

Ernie is not an autonomous agent.

2a. Concerning the autonomy of the beings into whom the zygotes develop, there

is no significant difference between the way Ernie’s zygote comes to exist and

the way any normal human zygote comes to exist in a deterministic universe.

3a. So determinism precludes autonomy.

Here we can grant Premise 1a, but 2a is not warranted. After all, there is a

significant difference between the way Ernie’s zygote comes to exist and the way

any normal human zygote comes to exist in a deterministic universe: in the former,

but not the latter case, the negative condition on autonomy-identification is not met.

Now consider an alternative version of the Zygote Argument:

1mr. Because of the way his zygote was produced in his deterministic

universe, Ernie is not morally responsible for anything.

2mr. Concerning the moral responsibility of the beings into whom the zygotes

develop, there is no significant difference between the way Ernie’s zygote

comes to exist and the way any normal human zygote comes to exist in a

deterministic universe.

3mr. So determinism precludes moral responsibility.

Here we can grant Premise 2mr, but 1mr is problematic. As we saw above, the

intuition that Ernie is not morally responsible in the Diana Scenario may come from

an implicit conflation of autonomy and moral responsibility.

Abstractly, the structure of my critique of the Zygote Argument is as follows. The

argument employs a No-Freedom Premise and a No-Relevant-Difference Premise.

But once we make the distinction between two closely-related freedom concepts,

moral responsibility and autonomy, we see that we also have to distinguish between

different versions of each of the premises. The No-Freedom Premise is true, when the

notion of autonomy is employed; but now the No-Relevant-Difference Premise is

false. And, whereas the No-Relevant-Difference Premise can be granted, when the

notion of moral responsibility is employed, the No-Freedom premise becomes

dubious. At the very least, it is highly contested. Finally, one cannot validly combine

the No-Freedom Premise, employing the notion of autonomy, with the No-Relevant

Difference Premise, employing the notion of moral responsibility.

6 Pereboom’s Four-Case Argument

Pereboom offers what is perhaps the most sophisticated and important version of a

manipulation argument in contemporary philosophy: the Four-Case Argument.

(Pereboom 2001: 112–117; Pereboom 2014: 71–103) I shall simply provide the bare
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bones of the argument here. In all four of the cases, Professor Plum decides to (and

does) murder White for some personal advantage. Pereboom claims that in all four

cases the action under consideration, Plum’s decision to kill White meets the

relevant compatibilist-friendly conditions for acting freely. And yet Pereboom

claims that it is both clear that Plum is not morally responsible in the first case and

that there is no relevant difference between the first case and the others. Thus, he

contends, Plum is not morally responsible in any of the cases, including an

‘‘ordinary’’ case in which causal determinism obtains.

In case 1, ‘‘neuroscientists manipulate Plum in a way that directly affects him at

the neural level, but with the result that his mental states and actions feature the

psychological regularities and counterfactual dependencies characteristic of genuine

agency.’’ (Pereboom 2014: 76) Following a suggestion of Seth Shabo, Pereboom

here supposes that Plum uses an ‘‘egoism-enhancing mechanism’’ that momentarily

heightens Plum’s natural tendency toward egoism (but preserves his agency). The

intuition about such a case—a case of ‘‘hands-on manipulation’’–is surely that Plum

is not morally responsible for his decision (and action). In case 2 neuroscientists

have programmed Plum at the beginning of his life so that he is often but not always

egoistic (as in case 1). When Plum decides to kill White and does so, Pereboom

thinks that he is no more morally responsible than in case 1: he challenges a critic to

point to a relevant difference. Similarly with cases 3 and 4. In case 3, Plum is

otherwise an ordinary human being but the ‘‘training practices of his community

causally determined the nature of his deliberative reasoning processes so that they

are frequently but not exclusively rationally egoistic [as in cases 1 and 2].’’

(Pereboom 2014: 78) In case 4 Plum is supposed to be a normal human being

(frequently but not exclusively egoistic) in a causally deterministic world. The idea

of the argument is that Plum is clearly not morally responsible in the first case, and

there is no relevant difference between the first case and the last.

Elsewhere (Fischer 2014) I have sought to call into question Pereboom’s view

that Plum is not morally responsible in Case 1. It is simply not clear to me what to

say about Case 1. Here I wish to point out that the same sort of analysis we applied

to the Diana Scenario can be applied to Case 2. In case 2 neuroscientiests play the

role of Diana, but we can suppose that everything else is the same as in the Diana

Scenario. In the Diana Scenario, I claimed that, although Ernie is not autonomous,

he is morally responsible. I think we should say exactly the same thing about Plum

in case 2. Just as Ernie is dominated by Diana, Plum is dominated by the

neuroscientists. Thus, he is not autonomous. But this in itself does not imply that

Plum is not morally responsible.

Let us suppose, for the sake of the argument, that Plum is not morally responsible

in Case 1. Can we get to the conclusion that Plum is not morally responsible in Case

2 by applying a No-Difference Premise here? That is, is it true that there is no

difference, with respect to Plum’s moral responsibility, between cases 1 and 2? I

don’t think so. Elsewhere, I have argued that the intuition that Ernie is not in fact

morally responsible in Case 1 issues from a view that the mechanism that leads to

his behavior in that case is not his own. (Fischer 2014) But this view cannot be

applied straightforwardly to Case 2; although the neuroscientists preprogram Plum

to have the mechanisms of practical reasoning that he has, and to act on them in
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certain specific circumstances, this does not imply that they are not his mechanisms.

I would thus insist that there is a significant difference with respect to Plum’s moral

responsibility between Cases 1 and 2.

Just as with the Zygote Argument, we need to distinguish autonomy from moral

responsibility in order to evaluate the Four-Case Argument properly. If the freedom

notion is moral responsibility, either it is just not true that Plum lacks freedom in

Case 1, or he does lack freedom in Case 1 but we cannot transfer this lack of

freedom to Plum in Case 2. An intuition that Plum lacks freedom in Case 2 arguably

comes from implicitly switching to another freedom notion: autonomy. Note,

further, that one could not conclude that Plum lacks autonomy in Case 4 by seeking

to apply a No-Difference premise to Case 2. The No-Difference premise here has to

be No-Difference with respect to autonomy, but whereas Plum fails to meet the non-

domination condition in Case 2, he does not fail to meet such a condition in Case 4.

7 Concluding Reflections

I have argued in this paper that we can make progress toward evaluating the Zygote

Argument and the Four-Case Argument by relying on a distinction between moral

responsibility and autonomy. More specifically, I have contended that autonomy

requires a more stringent sort of identification than moral responsibility: there is a

negative, as well as a more demanding positive, condition on autonomy-

identification.

In certain salient ways, the Molinist God is similar to Diana in Mele’s Zygote

Argument and the neuroscientists in Case 2 of Pereboom’s Four Case Argument.

Let us focus on a Molinist God—a God who actualizes this world deliberately,

because it is the best of all possible worlds, and who knows in advance what

individuals will freely do. Actually, the focus here is on a providential God who

knows in advance what humans will freely do; perhaps we do not need to adopt the

further Molinist assumption that God employs, in His providential activity, ‘‘middle

knowledge’’ (knowledge of what humans would freely do in various possible

circumstances). Let us call the sort of God in question a ‘‘providential God’’. Now,

it would seem that if a providential God exists, then my argument would imply that

no human being could be autonomous. But autonomy is a normative ideal. It might

appear to be problematic that no human being could attain this ideal, if a

providential God exists.

If one believes that it is important so to conceptualize God as to make room for

human autonomous action, then one might have to give up the assumption that God

knows in advance what human agents will freely do. This would be to adopt a kind

of Open Theism. But another approach would be to carve out a ‘‘middle

category’’—what might be called ‘‘positive self-governance’’—between moral

responsibility and autonomy. As we have noted, autonomy involves both a positive

and a negative condition. Positive self-governance strips away the negative

condition, but it keeps in place the more stringent positive requirement of linkage

with the true self. I would contend that the existence of a providential God is fully

compatible with the human attainment of positive self-governance, even if it is not
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compatible with the attainment of autonomy by human agents. Thus we could still

have the normative ideal of positive self-governance, even if a providential God

were to exist.
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